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Tho CHAIRMAN (Italy) (translation from French): I declare open the two 

hundred and twenty-ninth plenary meeting of tho Conference of the Eighteen-Nation 

Commi~tee on Disarmament. 

Mr. GOLDBLAT (Poland): The discussion of how to stavo off the spread of 

nuclear weapons has taken a lion 1s share of our five weeks' debate. It is common 

knowledge that the Government of Poland has been second to none in realizing the threat 

inherent in the diffusion of the most deadly instruments of war~ and more than once 

has raised its voice in warning sgainst the danger of a nucL:ar epidemic. We have 

always considered that the question should be placed high on the priority list of 

disarmament measures. 

We feel, however, that while discussing the lssue we should by no means lose sight 

of the other burning problems which are crying out for solution, especially in the 

nuclear field. I have in mind, for instance, the ban on tho use of nuclear and 

thermo-nuclear w~apons. This is not an unfamiliar issue. It has been with us 

since 1961, when the United Nations General i1.ssembly called upon Member States to 

convene a conference for the purpose of signing a convention to that effect. 

(b/RES/1653 (XVI)). It has been examined in some detail in the First Committee of 

the General Assembly, in this Committee, in tho Disarmament Commission and in other 

international assemblies, such as the Conference of Non-Aligned States which took 

place in Cairo last autumn (A/5763). 

It is true that a commitment by States possessing nuclear weapons not to use them 

would not do away with the nuclear threat, but it could at least mark the beginning of 

the end of the.era of nuclear terror. 1\n international agreement forbidding the use 

of atomic weapons as contrary to the laws of humanity and a crime under international 

law would certainly reflect the world-wide revulsion against those weapons, and could 

pave the way towards more far-reaching measures of disarmament. 

I believe that, as our discussion develops, this important question will receive 

the attention it deserves. I for one should like to reserve the right of my 

delegation to speak on the subject, as well as on other proposals such as the abolition 

of foreign military bases and the removal of troops from foreign territories, or the 

cessation of all nuclear weapon tests. !my ono of them, if carried into effect, 

would contribute to easing international tension and bringing closer the achievement 

of a disarmed world. At today 1s meeting, however 1 I propose to deal with the 

prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons. 
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Regrettably enough, the respectivopositions on the issue still remain wide apart. 

Tho differences, I am afraid, are seated rather deep in the divergent attitudes to that 

vital question. 

satisfactory. 

The present state of nuclear affe.irs can hardly be considered 

Nuclear arsenals are stocked to capacity. Ever new devices with 

increased capability of mass killin[S are being invented and tested. Bven space 

being drawn gradually into the orbit of military activities. It is clear that, 

is 

unless 

we arrest the folly of the arms race and reverse the trend, we shall be heading towards 

a global disaster. Nothing short CJf destroyin&: the means of nuclear warfare could 

re-establish the conditions of normal relationship and trust tetween States, and ease 

the feeling of awe which is disruptint. the fabric of the hwn..an mind. 

However, long years of negotiations on nuclear disarmament have so far proved 

fruitless and inconclusive. DiscouragGd as we are by the attitude of those who refuse 

to desist from the use of force in intornational relations and who, in spite of 

continuous oratory declaiming the virtues of the world rule of law, subordinate 

international legal restraints to considerations of national policy, we are determined 

to persist in our efforts. For we hope that those who adopt this attitude will yield 

to the pressure of internatLmal opinion and in their o\oJn interest will eventually 

agree to divest themselves of nuclear armaments. 

Yet precious years and months are passing. We should attempt to reach at least 

some limited agreements vlhich, though not affecting the nuclear stockpiles of the 

great Powers, 'Would prevent the present situation from getting worse and facilitate 

progress to\oJards nuclear disarmament. That is precisely the aim of containing the 

spread of nuclear weapom; by checking the extension of the existing structure of 

nuclear arrangements. 

To be effective~ a ban on nuclear dissemination has to freeze the present status 

of all States \oJith respect to physical access tu and ownership] dispositi:m, operation 

and control of nuclear \oJoapons &S well as training in their usoy planning, and so on. 

The elements I have mentioned are closely interconnected and constitute a Vihole. To 

pick just one element~ as the Western ?owers have done -- namely that of national 

control --, \oJhatever its importance, and to ignore the remaining ones is nothing 

but an arbitrary approach which may defeat the very sense of non~dissemination. 
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It is no use discussing the intricacies of political~ logal or strategic aspects 

of the concept of sharing nuclear weapons; for there should be no sharing. It is 

no use pondering over where the line should be drawn between nuclear and non-nuclear 

States, or for that matter over how large a margin should be accorded to the West 

German nuclear strivings; for the ban should be comprehensive and absolute. It is 

no use arguing which changes in the present nuclear arrangements should be permissible 

under the non-dissemination agreement as allegedly non-disseminatory, and which should 

be placed under embargo; for there should be no changes. If I may quote my colleague 

from Mexico, Mr. Gomez Robledo~ "Absence is certainly as clear a concept as 'nothing'" 

(ENDC/PV.224~ p. J8). One thing and one thing only could be allowed: namely, that 

the nuclear Fowers turn non-nuclear. 

Members and non-members of military alliances not possessing nuclear weapons 

must be treated equally. I stress the point because, whilst prohibiting the 

transfer of control only, the Western Powers leave the door open to various forms 

of nuclear partnership with their allies through all sorts of collective arrangements, 

whatever their name. . That would raise the present status of non-nuclear States 

belonging to military alliances as compared to the status of non-nuclear States which 

are not aligned. In other words, the non-nuclear NATO countries would be 

unjustifiably accorded special treatment over the other non-nuclear countries. We 

can ill afford a new division amongst countries. 

hardly tolerable •. 

The present one, I submit, is 

It is an open secret that the ingenious concept of nuclear-weapon sharing has 

been contrived solely for German consumption, as a result of pressure brought to bear 

on the Western Powers by the German Federal Republic. Let me substantiate that 

statement. 

The nuclear members of NATO can do without assistance in their atomic 

strategy from non-nuclear States. They have indopendent power to.use nuclear 

weapons, and they hardly need German help to make that strategy more effective. 

Incidentally, in the records of our meeting of 12 il.ugust I found a rather curious 

remark. The representative of the United Kingdom, Lurd Chalfont, said that under the 

envisaged NATO nuclear collective arrangements the GGrman finger would be placed, 

not on the nuclear trigger, but on the safety~catch (ENDC/rV.223, P• 24). What 

strikes me is Lord Chalfont's surprising anxiety to invite a controller to watch over 
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May I ask respectfully, what for? To prevent it from 

becoming trigger-happy? But what strikes me ovGn nore is the implied suggestion 

that Poland and other socialist nations should feel reassured, if not jubilant, at 

the prospect that the controller would be of all people ~~ a West German general. 

I pave noticed that Lord Chalfont is fond of quotations from world literature. Let 

me therefore quote the following words from Virgil's Leneid which, I am sure, are 

familiar to him~ "~o Danaos et.dona ferentes". 

Now, coming back to the subject, I am convinced that the United Kingdom 

Government, and for that matter the United states Government, can dispense with 

West German tutelage and with the 11 moderating 11 influence of the German military •. 

To our knowledge none of the non-nuclear members of_NATO, with the notaqle exception 

of the Federal Republic, has any desire to be drawn into the nuclear arms race. 

1~ far as we know, they do not consider themselves to be under-privileged, discrim

inated against, or less secure because of a lack of access to nuclear weapons. 

We have often been accused by the vJestern Powers of prejudice with regard to 

t.hG: West German leaders. We have been criticized for imputing to them allegedly 

non-existent motives. Let us then examine their O}'ln pronouncements. I propose to 

deal, not with statements b¥ individuals, although they in themselves would be a 

rev.ealing study, but with an official declaration of the I'raesidium of the German 

Christian Democratic Union of 23 August 1964, which was endorsed by the Bonn 

Government as the credo of the Federal Republic in matters of nuclear policy. 

I should like to refer specifically to three points which are germane to the 

question we are discussing in the Committee~ first, the Federal _Republic of Germany 
' .. · 

insists on having a say in decisions concerning nuclear weapons 1 secondly, it 

contends that different NATO ~embers should not have different rights; thirdly, it 

could be a party to disarmament and tension-reducing agreements only in so far as 

its postulates with regard to the German problem were taken into account. In other 

words,, the Federal Republic demands full participation in tho \'Jestern nuclear 

strategy and requests equal rights with all the oth0r NJJ'O members. The declaration 

makes it absolutely clear that West Germany will not put up with o status of quasi

nuclear or semi-nuclear Power; nothing short of full-fledged membership of tho 

nuclear club will satisfy it, whatever the intermediate stages might be. 
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Moreover~ the Federal Republic of Germany makes any proposals aimed· at the 

relaxation of tension and disarmament dependent on the solution of the German 

problem~ that is -- as has been explained countless times by its politicians -- on 

the annexation of the German Democratic Republic and the restoration of the Reich 

frontiers of 1937. 

,Those are, I submit, the poison fruits of tho policy hitherto pursued by the 

Western Po~ers in Europe~ the policy of rearming West Germany, not. recognizing 

·t.he German Democratic Republic, condoning West German territorial claims against 

Poland and others of Germany's eastern neighbours, refusing to recognize the 

final character of the Polish-German border, turning a deaf ear to bellicose 

statements by West German leaders and praising their imaginary virtues. 

Let us not forget that it ~as not the policy of military restrictions, but 

the policy of appeasement and consent to shedding those restrictions, ~hich allo-wed 

Nazi Germany to do ~hat she did. vJe are no-w faced -with a similar situation. The 

Western Po-wers may either yield further to West German blackmail, heedless of the 

consequences? or they may resist the pressure and embark upon a course of action 

-which will spare us the misery and ~oes of the past. 

As to us, -we are determined not to remain passive onlookers. We have been 

persisting and shall persist in our efforts to establish peace and security in 

the part of the ~orld ~e live in. We have proposed the setting-up of a nuclear-free 

zone in central Europe (ENDC/C.l/1). The plan has not been accepted, but it 

remains valid. Moreover, a desire to bring abo.ut at least a halt in the nuclear 

armaments race has guided oy Government in propounding its more recent plan for 

a freeze of the existing nuclear potential in that region at the present level 

(ENDC/PV.l89, p. 6). The proposal can be easily implemented, given the political 

~ill of the West. It -would not bring unilateral disadvantabes to either side; it 

-would provide mutual advantages for both sides. It -would not je0pardize the 

security of anybody; it ~ould enhance the security of all. 

We are not -wedded to strict formulae. We are ready to discuss any suggestions 

for the prevention of the spread of nuclear -weapons in that most sensitive area 

of the -world. We are prepared also to examine tho problem of European security 

in its entirety at a conference specially convened for that purpose. 
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We are conscious that the prevention of tho spread of nuclear weapons is a 

world-wide problem. If we have ventured to focus the attention of the Conference on 

Europe, we have done so for the following reasons. 

First, being as we are a European nation, a nation which twenty-six years 

ago, almost to the day, fell victim to the Nazi abgression, and which during the 

Second World '.Jar lost six millions of its inhabitants and thirty=eight per C'ent of 

its wealth, we are naturally primarily concerned viith the situation on this 

continent. 

Secondly, in the Europe of today two powerful opposing groups, equipped with 

modern means of instantaneous and mass destruction, confront each other. 

Thirdly, revived German militarism, nurtured_ by the reborn nationalist mood, 

is a peril endangering peace in Europe -- and not only in Europe. It could lead 

West Germany's Atlantic allies further than they themselves miEht perhaps wish to 

go. There can be no doubt that a military conflict in Central Europe would 

inevitably degenerate into a world conflagration. 

Fourthly, if in spite of protracted talks we have not reached agreement on 

the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons, it is because such an agreement 

has been blocked by incessant and persistent claims of the Federal Republic of 

Germany for access to those weapons. 

Fifthly, if West Germany's nuclear ambitions were satisfied, a new period of 

tension anJ a new phase of the arms race would open up; the existing division 

of the world into opposing military blocs would become even wider and more acute; 

the prospects of disarmament discussions would be dimmed, to say the least; and 

disastrous effects for the cause of peace would ensue. 

As long as these apprehensions of ours are not properly understood, and as 

long as due account is r1ot taken of the security interests of all the countries 

concerned, no amount of quibbling or of juggling with terminology will bring us 

closer to agreement. lJe must bridge the gap between our basic political approaches 

to the question of non-dissemination before we reach the stage when the help of 

legal experts is required. What is really needed is a statesmanlike decision to 

bar West Germany from attaining nuclear weapons in any possible form. The position 

of the Western Powers on this issue will be a litmus test of their sincerity to 

move forward on the road to disarmament. 
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Lij IMRU (Ethiopia): Allow mo first of all, since I am speaking for tho 

first time in this session, to extend a warm welcome to the representative of the · 

United Kingdom, Lord Chalfont, who at this session is participating in tho work of this 

Conference for tho first time and "W'ho has already mado his mark on our work by his 

valuable and balanced contribution. I wish also to oxpross my greetings to Mr. Trivedi 

of India, Mr. Cernik of Czechoslovakia and Mr. Goldblat of Poland, who have returned to 

the Conference after long absence. Their dedication to the task wo are undertaking 

has already been shown in our previous sessions, and we wish them equal success in this 

and subsequent sessions. 

This session of tho Conference of tho Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament has 

not mot in auspicious circumstances. Tho protracted recess had earlier introduced a 

lack of urgency into the Committee's work; and with tho accumulation of proposals on 

which we are not making any progress a sonso of drift has crept into our proceedings. 

Further, because its achievements have boon meagre, the Committee has not yet inspired 

a general awareness that real security lies in an ordered process of disarmament, with 

concreto, realistic and effective agreements concluded at reasonable intervals. For 

example, no sooner had wo concluded th0 partial test-ban Treaty (ENDC/100/Rev.l) than 

interest in a comprohonsive test ban waned, in spite of tho commendable efforts of a 

number of countries represented at this Conference. Governments continue- to seek means 

of ensuring their security in individual or joint armaments progr~~cs, rather than in 

disarmament measures. The Eightcon-Nation CommitteEJ o:c. Disarmament must roverse this 

process and restore a moasurG of confidence in its activities and hope in its endeavo"urs. 

Tho many thoughtful~ thorough and well-nrgued statGments that have already boon 

made at this session have clarified the issues that confront us and may opon tho way to 

agreements. This has boon especially so in connexion with tho measures needed to 

prevent the spread of nuclear weapons. Wo are sensible of a certain freshness and 

vigour, which we hope will reawaken inside and outside the Committee the sense of 

urgency with regard to disarmament measures which is so vitally relevant in a 

dro1gorously ovorarmed world. We are confident, therefore, that tho valuable function 

of clarification of issues which this session has provided will bear fruit in subsequent 

discussions, or at our next session. 

It is evident that this Conference does not work in a vacuum, divorced from actual 

realities and forgetful of the ,jorld, by which it is certainly not forgotten. \.Jerking 

in an atmosphere of war albeit distant, local and limited -- does nevertheless 
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undermine our efforts at disarmament and distract us from our essential objectives. 

Howovor~ the fact that we .have not allowed the abnormal situation to complicate our 

task and stultify our deliberations is a good augury. Wo hopo that tho efforts of a 

number of world leaders to oaso the tension and promote poaco will soon be rewarded 

Hith success; otherwise we shall be tossQd about by tho gyrations of a dot.oriorating 

international situation, without succour, liko a lonely ship in a stormy soa. 

Is the Eighteen-Nation Committae on Disarmament condemned to drift, or do wo hc.ve 

any hope for a breakthrough in disarmament negotiations? Tho optimism which the l'Ioscow 

partial nuclear test-ban Treaty generated has now boon dissipated. It is thorofare 

nocossary that the basis of confidence should be nu~turod by taking concrete and 

offoctive steps. In thi.s conn.3xion it is advisable and worth while to concentrate on 

tho two measures to which the intornation2.l community, through tho Disarmament Commission, 

has given high priority in its resolution DC/225 (EliDC/149) of 26 July 1965. Tb.oso ore 

a ban on underground nucleo.r tests and a treaty to prevent the proliferation of nuclear 

vJoapons. · 

Our delegation is gratified at the amount of interest aroused at this session by 

efforts to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons to countries which ~o not at present 

possess them. The proliferation of.nucloar weapons constitutes, without any doubt, a 

gravo menace to the security of all peoples; and it would be in tho interest of all 

coimt~ies to give this matter a degree of priority over other measures of nuclear 

disarmament. There is general agreement that, if nothing is done to arrest tho spread 

of nuclear weapons, tho nations of the world will find themselves in a situation wherein 

the nrms race has acquired a new and dangerous dimension. Faith in a reasonable 

programme of disarmament will be undermined, nucloar rivalries will multiply, and arms 

control measures will be complicated. Tho nood .to abstain from possessing nuclear 

weapons because of the dangers iuhorcnt in the multiplication of nuclear contros 1s 

recognized by many co1L71tries; but the nocessi ty to enter into firm international 

obligations not to manufacturo or possess such weapons is not fully appreciated bocauso 

e:f: tho real anxiety that countries outside the purview of such obligations will dovolop 

nuclear weapons and thus be in a position to throaifen and overaw0 their neighbours. 

There is also tho additional concern that a non-proliferation treaty does not 

prevent existing nuclear Powers from continuing to perfect and diversify thoir nuclear 

capabilities and to increase their stocks of such weapons and: the means for delivering 

+.hom. Therein lio tho soods of tho dilemma that we are cnlled upon to resolve, But 
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surely we cannot s0cure humanity from those;; dangers by complacently tolerating the 

emergence of new centres of nuclear dangers; nor can we protect the interest of our 

countries by blindly engaging in an int0rminable armaments race. 

It is essential to remember, however, as tho repr.asentati ve of Brazil, Mr. do Lago, 

pointed out at our mooting of 17 August (ENDC/PV,224, p.l4), that we must not regard a 

non-dissemination agreement .as an end in itself. We appear to havo done so in tho case 

of tho partial nuclear tost~ban Treaty. Tho nuclear Powers must show by concreto 

actions that they are determined to put an end to t~e nuclear arms race in which they are 

actively engaged, and that they are ready to contemplate reduction of tho stocks of their 

nuclear weapons. 

rrhe mi:c.imum and most reasonable request we can make is that thoro should bo at least 

a bnn on underground tests. Such measures as tho donuclearization of certain key areas 

and the prohibition of tho usc of nuclear weapons are also relevant in this context. 

A non-proliferation agreement is urgent and should be concluded as soon as possible; but 

it will lose its value and significance if tho. arms ~ace is allowed to continuo and if 

existing stocks of nuclear weapons ar::; not reduced and uvontually eliminated. However, 

if wo do not accord a non-proliferation treaty a measure of priority and insist on making 

it a part of the nuclear di sarmamont prograJnmo, it will be like a tree buri od deep in 

tho forest of disarmament measures. Wo should beware that wa do not thus unwittingly 

bury it. 

The immediate problvnt we face is clear: in what perspective should wo place a 

non-proliferation agreement, and whGt measure of priority should it be a~corded? In 

this context we must be careful not to mix up two separate objectives. Tlwro is tho 

vital objective of limiting e~d reducing existing stocks of nuclear weapons and nuclear 

delivery vehiclos. Thoro is tho other objective of preventing tho spreed of nuclear 

weapons to countries that do not at present possess them. Tho question of nuclear 

disarmament has gripped our attont:ion · sip.ce tho inception of our negotiations. Wo have 

a number of proposals before us, r~~1ging from tho minimum nuclear deterrent to the freeze 

of all production of nuclear weapons snd tho means for Q.elivering them. Wo also have 

proposals that deal with questions of inspection t? verify that agreed disarmament 

measures are being carried .Jut·• 

Nuclear disarmament is a long-term and difficult .. task that we must eventually 

achieve in order to survive. t-Jo can achieve this goal not by a singlo stroke bu,t by 

measured steps, consolidating our gains, increasing international trust and confidence, 
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o.nd advo.ncing towards more difficult meo.sures. The fo.ct thct we hnvc scored no 

o.chiovomonts should not lend us to tho fo.lsc r.onclusion thct our safety lios in 

o.cq_uiring nuclear weapons, thus furthor complicating the armaments si tuJ.tion, 

impoverishing our'peoples, undermining our economies and opening tho way to nuclear 

nno.rchy. 

It is only because we arc sufficiently realistic to believe that our planet is. 

cursed tolive with nuclear weapons for some time to como that we have undertaken tho 

hard search to lir.lit their diffusion. Our faith in being able to stop the spread of 

· nucloo.r weapons will be attenuated if we link this goo). to o. series of disarmament 

measures. Tho prevention of tho spread of nuclear weo.pons to couni;ries tho.t do not. at 

present possess them should be regarded as a separate goal and not be entGilgled in tho 

vJidor objective. Tho t'3lllptation to seek to achieve simultaneously both objectives 

thnt is, far-reaching nueloe..r diso.rmament measures and the prevention of the spread of 

nucleo.r weapons -- would inevitably load us into a position where we might miss tho 

chance of o.ttaining ono of our objectives. 

If a number of countries attain nuclear sto.tus -- and that is within tho realm of 

tho possible -- and if centres of nuclear weapons multiply, tho task of achieving nuclear 

diso.rmoment will be much more protracted o.nd difficult. We shall therefore be faced by 

n situntion in which we hnve fo.ilod to prevent tho spread of nuclear weapons and have at 

tho SC.i110 timo succeeded j_n rondoring our tnsk of nuclear disarmament vnstly illOro difficult 

thnn it is rrt pr0sent. 

The Ethiopian delegntion therefore believes that a high measure of priority should 

be given ·to a non-proliferation ngreemont. However, if we regard the non-proliferation 

measure simply o.s :minstrumont of containnient and thus an end in itself, our achievement 

will be illusory. It will perhaps be necessary to put a time limit on its duration so 

tho.t vre can go.uge its efficacy by progross registered in tho sphere of general 

disarmament and related measures -- for it is legitimatG to ask ourselves how long a 

non-proliferc..tion agreement can last if it does not load to the limitation, reduction 

o.nd eventual oliminntion of nuclear weapons and remains a simpl~ ordinance of self-denial 

on tho part of the non-riuclo1.1r world. 

But the possibility that tho value of a non-proliferation treaty may bo limited 

should not deter us from giving it the necessary priority. It is in this context 

that we welcome the dro.ft treaty (ENDC/152) to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons 
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submitted by the roprosontativo of the United St~c1tes on behalf of th8 North Atlantic 

Troc:.ty Powers represented at this Conference. Since this draft has boon submitted to 

my Government for its considero.tion, I will allow myself only a few preliminary remarks. 

r,,ro o.ro happy to see that tho prevention of tho indirGct transfer of nuclear weapons is 

covered in tho draft. Perhaps tho text can bo broadened, as tho representative of tho 

United Kingdom suggested in his statement to the Committoo at our mooting of 19 August 

(EIJDC/PV .225, pp. 11, 12) • It is also possible that negotiations can yield a compromise 

redrafting of article I, paragraph 1, of the draft tre&ty which would allay the 

misgivings expressed by members of the Warsaw alliance represented at this Conference. 

This morning we have heard those misgivings effectively explained by the representative 

of Poland. 

The effective solution of this problem is of course a nuclear-free zone in Europe 

on both sides of the ideological divide. This can allay Eastern European misgivings 

concerning the spread of the nuclear menace in Europe. \tlo are satisfied, however, thrrt 

tho draft treaty has taken a bold step in the right direction by providing safeguards 

against indirect proliferation. I should liko also to support tho observo.tions made 

by tho representative of Nigorie in his penetrating statement ct our last mooting 

(ENDC/PV.228, p.l6) that tho United Nations should be brought into tho picture. Further 

study of tho draft troc:.ty 1-!ill no doubt reveal problems upon which our delegation may 

vJant to comment in greater det2il at 2 future date. 

I should now like to make a few observations on tho question of a comprehensive 

nuclear test-ban treaty. Our delegation has previously shared the hope of many dolo-

gations that tho partial test-ban Treaty would load to greater things. C'ur experience 

during the last two years has not boon encouraging. In fact, it is now abundantly 

clear that the partial Troaty is regarded as an end in itself', since even a ban on 

underground tests is not seriously contemplated. Tho partial test-ban Treaty may 

safeguard the interests of a few big Powers; b"ut since it has not halted tho nuclear 

arn1s race it cannot be said to protect th0 interests of all nations and peoples. It 

has oven enrrbled tho nuclear Powers to diversify and perfect their nuclear weapons by 

undertaking tests without protest from the peoples of tho worl&. 

Two years Etgo it was generally accepted that tho partial test-ban Treaty was a 

temporary measure until technical questions related to the detection and identification 

of seismic events had boon clarified, and tho points of view of tho two sides on tho 
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question of the number of on-;:oitc inspections to be nllowed in 02cch other's terri tory 

dotor~ined. Even nt th8t time, to 22.y nothing of today~ detection and identification 

techniques had reached a point 1,.rhoro the gap between t.he positions of tho tMO sides 

had boon decisively narrm,.rod. But since. that time the gap botwuGn thom has vJidencd, 

although COl'tninly not because of technical considerations. 

Today we are m,mre that the techniques of detection and identification hnve been 

improved -- and yet vJO wore closer tc our. objocti ve of a comprohonsi vo test-ban tro::1ty 

t1v-o c.nd a half years ago. This is a S8.d cor.Jmcmt8ry on tho partial test-ban Treaty. 

The attempt to 8Chiovo a kind of perfection in detection and idontific8tion can 

constitute an endless gmno. ~~at is need0d todny is tho political decision and the 

nbility to accept minor r:Lsks in tho oxpect&tion of making gains in tho Hider field of 

disarmament. A vital elomont lacking is recognHion of tho nood to assure the 

non-nuclear Horld thc.t tho supor-Powors nrc ready to halt the 8rms race so that \NG can 

turn our full attention to tho urgent task of general and complete disarmnmontc 

Tho imposition of 2.. ban on underground nuclear tests is 110w overdue. Tho 

techniques of detection o.rtd identification of seismic explosions have been considerably 

improved, and in a few yoars r time further improvements will no doubt roduco the 

lingering risks involvod. In those circumsta..r1cos it is roasonable to urge tho nucloe.r 

PovlCrs to agree to a voluntary rrrorctorium coyoring underground tests. Tho Ethiopiml 

delegation supports tho proposal made at our mooting of 17 August by the leader of tho 

dclogc.tion of the United Arab Republic, JVfr. Hnssan, that thoro should be a voluntary 

morntorium by tho nuclear Powers under which they would refrain from any further 

testing pending agreement on the decision needed for a comprehonsi vo test-·ban troaty 

(ENDC/PV.224J p.lO). 

In conclusion I INish, on bohnlf of our delegation, to tQko this opportunity to 

congratulate the United States dologation upon the brilliant success that its coun~ry 

has scored in the conquest of spaca with its Gemini 5 o:x:perimont. Lieuton8nt-Colono1 

Cooper o_nd Lieutenant-Commander Col1rad end their SoviGt colloG.gues G.ro pionoer·s at a 

no-v; cnc1 exciting frontier. We hope it will be a frontier of peace and co-operation, 

It can be such a frontier only if tho EightGon-Ntltion Committee can ma"k:e substantial 

progress in tho task of promoting disarmament. 
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}Iodern technology m1d coTIL"'llunice,tions have reduced tho world in sizs to tho 

oxtont that all sections of the human race are today close to each other and share 

common hopes and. fours. P~d yot, in spite of tho advances in the techn~cnl sphere 

o.nd especially in the means of communication, we still lag very far behind in the 

effort needed to understund each other better. We have inherited and adopted beliefs, 

c.ttitudos and suspicions that keep us seriously divided. Our interests clash: there 

is tho poverty line, thoro is tho racial lino, and there is tho language line thut 

koops us apart to the extent that wo sometimes talk at cross-purposes -- and all this 

when advanced technology has devised tho nuclear monster which may yet roduco mankind 

~1d tho civilization it has created. 

Can we seriously believe that our efforts are OQUal to this groat chullongo? 

Our tusk in the Eighteen-Nation Col1JI1littoo is to tame this monster, to roduco world 

tension, and to build intornationul confidence. This forum is perhaps not an 

udoQuate forum, but tho fact thut it has boon convened at this time of international 

tension testifies to its usefulness. In a world in which tho armumonts race 

continuos unabated and the natiolis are still armed to the teeth, wherein.an effective 

peace-keeping machinery hus not boon established, the sword is dangerously poised 

above the rule of law. For our work to bear fruit we must emancipate ourselves 

from tho boundaries that constrict us and koep us divided, thus darkening our vision. 

If we use force for communicnting with one cmothor, those elements separating us 

intensify and our human bonds weaken. Tho time available to us is not inexhaustible, 

and '..-JO must meet tho groat challenge which faces us by making progress in disarmumont. 

Mr. FOSTER (United. States of illllGri en) : Before speaking on the matter 

for Hhich I have inscribed my name j may I say that I reserve the right to reply later 

to tho remarks made by tho reprosontntive of Poland this morning? I must say now, 

however, that I find it discouraging to note that tho representative of Poland, 

like the representative of the Soviet Union the other day (ENDC/PV.228) has managed 

to discuss tho QUestion of non-proliferation without making a singl0 substantive 
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roforonco to tho onJy :proposaJ to h2.lt nuclo.1.r spro:::u:l thct. is before this Cvmmittoo, 

tho drnft troat.y (ENDG/lG2) tabled by tb 0 Uili t -,J Statos. Instead~ .ile chose to jo::_n 

in the polomics age:.inst tho Fodo:c e:.l Republic c:f C on;r,ny which certain delegations 

scom dotGrminod to substi tutc for dj_scussio:.-t of tl.1o 1vorld-1vido problem of ho.lting 

nuclonr spread. In '30 doing ho seem:J to make it e!le2.::o t~'1at those d.6logatj_ons wish to 

gi VO most attention hGrG to tho Jc-•urFY•li t of poli tic:o.l aims j_nston.d Of giVing priority 

to c serious effort to hnlt the spro:1'l of nucloc.r WO'l~ons. If that is indeed tho 

case, tho world. will truly J.\:no1v t.Jho boars tho rosponsi bili ty for blocking progress 

tmmrd this end. 

Before setting :Lorth my mnjor thesis for todny, I should ~-iko first to thank tho 

representative of Ethiopia for his ~ormnonts on Gemini 5, as 

of Ni~;oria for his mado tho other dny (ENDC/PV.228, ';).20). 

thanl-: tho reprec;ento.ti VJ 

I should like to say o.lso that I do sho.re tho vior,,r of the reprosentati ve of 

Etl:iopio. that He should not lot tho limitc"d. nuclear tost-bo.n Treo.ty (ENDC/100/Rov .1) 

ronc.in an end in itself; and. I hope to demonstrate i.n my stntoment today tho 

continuing work in which mycountry is ongnged towards an :J.dvance from the st'll't 

made in 1963 by tho.t Treaty. 

In tho history of dise.rrnm1cmt o1'f'orts during this decad(.; no 211bjoct hos 

rocoi ved more study end o.ttonticn then the problem of c. bo.n on tho testj_ng of 

nuclcmr weapons. Tho c.dc)ption of the limited tost-bnn Treaty in 1963 cannot mf;:l.n 

any o..bo.toment of these efforts. lt is essential that tho so&rch go on for -vmys 

to r.1nke that trenty truly comjJrol: 3nsi vo. Ny de]_ogntion thor:;foro welcomes tl>e 

statement made by th0 roproscnto.ti vo of Ethiopie;,_ this morning, as U; ho..s wclcomJd 

o.t past meetings tho statomcmts :mado by tho reprosontcc~i vos of othors rjf +,ho 

oie;ht -- Indin, Burmrr, the United Arab Republic, Nigerin, :Sweden, BrazE o.nd 

Hexico. To contribute to -i~ho Corn..."ilJ.tteo 1 s undo:r·stnnding of our position on this 

~uestion, however, I plo.n to sot forth todny tho current state of our knowledgG about 

the LlOOllS no11cr avo.ilnble :for verifying tb•J observance by ell signatorj_os of any f'1tUL'O 

ban on undergroQDd tests. 
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I must -stress, of course, the essentiality of adequate verification. Without it 

there will be no reasonable assurance that all parties are living up to their 

obligations under any treaty which is achieved. This is especially important as a 

factor now. It is well established that both the United States and the Soviet Union 

have conducted underground nuclear tests and that both consider the results of such 

tests to have military significance. 

We do not share the thought which Ambassador Tsar~pkin expressed on 31 August 

when he touched on the issue of an underground test ban. He then (ENDC/PV.228, p.34) 

urged the United States to follow the principle established by the limited nuclear 

test-ban Treaty. That principle was, he said, that only national control measures 

were to be used and that no inspection arrangements were required. 

We suggest that the limited test-ban Treaty established a different principle. 

For us, that treaty vindicated the position that international obligations in the 

arms control and disarmament field should be accompanied by appropriate measures of 

verification. The nature of those measures will depend on what is to be controlled. 

It is possible that they may be national or that they may be international in form. 

The important point, however, is that verification measures are necessary. 

This is precisely the case with the limited test ban. It applies to those 

environments where the means of verification could be developed adequately on a 

national basis. It does not apply to the remaining environment where adequate 

national means were not available and where the Soviet Union would not concur in 

the international means we felt to be necessary. 

The Soviet Union has not given us so far -- I use the words "so far" -- any 

sign that it may be prepared to adopt a more reasonable stand on inspections, which 

would be a feature of international control arrangements for an underground test 

ban. Therefore the question of the state of the technical art in regard to underground 

controls on a national basis becomes highly relevant to a consideration of the whole 

problem. 

As all of you know, the United States has been allocating significant resources 

I will not say "dollars", since they appear to have been questioned as a means of 

measurement, but will say simply "significant resources" -- and scientific talent 

to its seismological research programme aimed at improving monitoring capabilities. 
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In addition to American efforts, important research has been conducted· by the 

scientists of many other nations. Some of the most significant results, for example, 

have been obtained from the programme carried out by the United Kingdom. Needless 

to say, all these recently-acquired data have been drawn on in arriving at our· 

present evaluation of the so-called "state of the art". 

The "art" about which we are talking here is, as we are all well aware, the 

ability to detect, locate and identify earth tremors or seismic events. Our problem 

remains the same as it was when the question was first taken up on an international 

technical level in 1958. That problem is: how to find out when underground events 

have occurred, where they have occurred and, finally, whether they were caused by 

an earthquake or a nuclear explosion. In this regard the chief difficulties have 

arisen in relation to earthquakes falling into the range of lower seismic magnitudes. 

Such magnitudes are those which correspond to the energy released underground by the 

detonation of a nuclear weapon having a yield of about twenty kilotons or less. As 

a consequence a great deal of our research programme has addressed itself to 

overcoming these difficulties. 

Accordingly much effort has been directed at the determination of what, if any, 

differences night be observed in the seismic signals received at great distances 

from underground disturbances when on the one hand the signal emanated from a 

nuclear explosion and on the other the signal came from an earthquake. In order 

to be able to study these signals with precision so as to determine their 

characteristics, it became necessary first to get a good record of the desired 

signals. This is much more complicated than it may sound, because seismic signals 

from a single source point are not registered on seismographs at great distances 

in a pure form. On the contrary, the lines on the seismogram are distorted by the 

effects of extraneous earth motion, called microseismic noise, which is also recorded 

by the instrument. Thus the task is to purify the record, so to speak, by getting 

rid of this background noise. If we could do so, the real seismic signal, which it 

is important to analyse in connexion with an underground test ban, would be 

available for study. 

Research has shown that microseismic noise can be greatly reduced through the 

use of arrays -- that is, groups of instruments arranged in a particular pattern. 

A prototYPe array containing 525 detectors distributed over an area of 200 kilometres 
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in diameter is being constructed in the St~te of Montm1a in the United States. It is 

not yet in operation. Nevertheless we expect that this o.rray•will lead to a signal":' 

to-noise ratio ~t least ten times greater than that heretofore available at the 

quietest single-instrument su::-face stations now in exis·C,ence. 

Other means of collecting morE: and better seismic data are also being 

investigated. For example, an ocean-bottom instrument has been developed which is 

capable of recording for a thirty-day period. .A.fter this period it is retrieved on 

to the surface, where its recorded data are examined. If such instruments were put 

into operational form it woUld be possible to place them permanently on the ocean 

floor and to use cables for obtaining the'ir data by telemetry. Ocean-bottom 

seismometers of this kind would be especio.lly significant in achieving an improved 

capability to locate events near . ocean shorelines. i.r10ther example of improved data 

collection is the placement of instruments in deep wells on land. There is also a 

major programme to design improved detection instruments. 

The prospects are good that in the future we shall have data .available for 

analysis that will be in much purer and more usable form than in the past. We see 

that simultaneously we shall have much more of these data-- in fact great 

quantities of data~ Through the application of solid-state circuitry and the use 

of digital computers it will be possible to process and analyse these mounds of 

information. 

hll of this should allow us to bring about a substantial improvement in the 

means for detectioh, location and identification;. However; before indicating the. 

probable magnitude of this improvement I will mention that the United Stateshas 

been anxious also to arrive at a be-l;ter understanding of seismic wave patterns and 

the peculiarities of their travel through the earth. This has led us to carry out 

several underground nuclear detonations in areas other than the established test 

sites for such devices. The ·purpose of these experiments has been threefold: firs.-t, 

to observe how differences in the rock and geological conditions o.t the point of 

origin of the seismic event influence and cause variations in the resulting seismic 

signal; second, to observe the patterns of seismic wave propagation from as many 

different points of origin as possible; and third, to learn what differences may 

exist between seismic signals from earthquo..~es and those from underground nuclear 

explosions originating in the same region. 
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To obtain these data the United States has carried out not only detonations o,t 

the Nevada test site but o,lso the "Gnome 11 test in New r;.exico, the "Shoal 11 test in 

northern Nevada, and the "Salmon" test in Hiss is sippi. 'Jc expect to explode late in 

1965 the so-called "Longshot" test in the Lleutian Islands. This will enable us for 

the first time to observe signals from an explosion in an area where there are many 

earthquake~. ·we already have many wave patterns from natural events which have tnken 

place in that region. Comparison of them with the patterns from a nuclear explosion 

will then be possible. The United States will furnish to interested governments 

appropriate data about the Longshot test. \'le would appreciate receiving from others 

the seismic data which they may acquire from that explosion. 

Let me now return to the results which research efforts have produced to date. 

The use of large arrays of detectors with their greater sensitivity in comparison with 

single-point detectors means that we should be able to detect smaller earth tremors 

than before. I'Te hope to be able in due course to detect in most rock formations both 

earthquakes and explosions of a magnitude equivalent to nuclear detonations having 

yields in the hundreds of tons range -- that is, equivalent to less than one kiloton 

of TNT. Even in dry porous materials such as alluvia deposits the detection minimum 

will be of the order of a kiloton. Deposits of this type of material, however, are 

limited. 

An even more important feature of large arrays, however, is their capacity to 

obtain higher signal-to-noise ratios by filtering out background or microseismic 

noise. This will m~~e possible more accurate readings of the characteristics of 

signals and will assist in identifying the original nature of those signals which are 

detected. The net result is that, if a world-wide system of large arrays is 

constructed in the future, it should be possible to detect seismic events in the 

range of a few hundred tons. It should also be possible to identify about 80 per cent 

of the events which produce seismic signals that correspond to yields above a few 

kilotons. Only about 20 per cent of events of a yield equivalent to above a few 

kilotons would remain unidentified. 

In specific terms, we estililate that, given a world-wide system including large 

arrays, all natural seismic events of a seismicm~itude of 4.0 or greater could 

be detected. To apply this to the Soviet Union, it is our understanding that in an 

average year the number of seismic events of this size occurrin~ in that country 
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which could be detected but not identified :1,s earthquc:kes by this world-wide system 

would be about forty-five ... !lioreover, even then certriin of those forty-five 

unidentified events which occurred near an ocean could be identified through the use 

of the ocean-bottom seismometers which I mentioned eo,rlier. 

I must stress that the foregoing mo,jor improvements would only result from o, 

world-wide system of large arrays. Naturally such a system would take time to build, 

and its construction would require the co-operc.tion of a number of countries. Once 

the system were installed, it would. make it possible to use four primary methods of 

seismic signal identification. These would be: first, the determination that the 

direction of the first motion of the signal was compatible only with an' earthquake; 

second, the observation that the wave patte~n of the signal involved compiexities 

greater than observed in the cis~ of nuclear detonations; third, the firiding that 

the location of the geographical point of origin of the event was in water; and ' 

fourth, evidence thc.t the event took place at great depth below the surface. 

The conclusioil which the Uriitecl. States Governinent has drawn from the scientific 

state of' Q,:ffairs which I have set forth' is that we believe we shall be able to 
I . . 

determine the nature of a substantially greater proportion of seismic events than 

we now can. This has important consequences for the p:;.:-oblem of verification, since 

our inability to identify a high fraction of events by means of instrumentation has 

always been the most serious'obstacle to over-all technical advance. At the same 

time, however, it is still apparent that a significant fro.ction of underground 

events above a certain si,~e -- specificr1lly 20 per cent above a few kilotons -- will 

not be i~~r'ttified by seismic instruments. We shall still not find it possible to 

say in those'instances whether the seismic signr1l originr1ted in rill earthquruke or in 

11 man-mr1de nuclear explosion. 

It follows, of course, that we shall want to be assured in other ~ays that 

these unidentified even~s in the Soviet Union 11re not nuclear explosions. We believe 

that the only method avr1ilable for giving this reassurance -- and for generating the 

international confidence. which alone w·ill guarantee the permanence of the treaty -- is 

the use of on-site inspections. Up,to now we have not heard any feasible suggestion 

for another means of verification which could fulfil that indispensable requirement. 
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We call here ori the S~oviet Union to contribute its own data and to participate 

in technical discussions, either before this Committee or in a. smaller forum. We would 

welcome the ideas of any and all delegations about such problems as the detection and 

identification of earth tremors. 

We remember vividly that Soviet scientists had many ideas for improvements in 

the scientific methods of detection and identification when they talked over those 

matters with United King·dom and United States scientists in Geneva in .November and. 

December of 1959 and in May of 1960. Surely work must have gone on and gone forward 

in the Soviet Union on these problems in the intervening years. Judging by Soviet 

technical progress in other fields, I am sure that major steps forwnrd must have 

resulted in this field as well. It is high time that the rest of us were allowed to 

share in the fruits of such efforts. They are of direct relevance to the early 

conclusion of an underground test ban. 

There has never been anything immutable or sacred about specific details of 

verification. Our views on the adequacy of any given arrnngement for verification 

will be influenced in the future, as in the past, by the technical situation which is 

known to confront us. Thus, most assuredly, we intend to take into account all of the 

potential improvements in the technical situation which I have noted to .you here today. 

Moreover, we are certainly prepared to work out inspection arrangements which, though 

effective, are reasonable and which ninimize instrusiveness. O.ur sole concern is to 

produce a comprehensive trenty which will give us every confidence that it is being 

observed by all parties. We ask the Soviet Union and all the nations represented here 

to cooperate with us. in the search for such an agreement. I rep.eat, we are willing to 

discuss any proposal which can :provide sn,tisfactory assurance of compliance. 

LORD CHALFONT (United Kingdom) : I propose to take only a few minutes of the 

Committee's time this morning. I hope at c. later meeting to offer some specific thoughts 

on how we might best make further progress in our deliberations here and in New York. 

For the moment, my concern is to seek a firm foundation for my own future thinking. 

That great controversialist, Dr. Johnson, once said that it was possible to enter 

into profitable di'scussions with a man on any subject provided that he would first 

clearly define his terms. I want to make yet one more attempt ·to persuade my colleague 

the representative of the Soviet Union to define the terms upon which he is ready to 

engage in serious negotiation on preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. But before 
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addressing myself to that stimulating task, I should like to congratulate the 

representative of Ethiopia on his valuable contribution to our discussions, and 1ncidentally 

to thank him.for his kind personal welcome to me. 
. . 

I must congratulate the Polish r3prcsentative on his most remarkable speech this 

morning, I shall want to comment on it substantially later. The fact that I found very 

little in it with which I could agree does not det"ifr !lie from recognizing and welcoming a 

most thoughtful and powerful expression of his point of view. I hope he will agree with 

me that a rough translation of his Latin phrase is "I fear the Greeks; especially when 

they come bearing gifts~'. I know he will forgive me if I am forced to the conclusion that 

we must now fear the Foles,- especially when they are making speeches. 

I should like to refer briefly to the first speech delivered at our last meeting, 

that given by the representative of Nigeria, Hr. Obi (ENDC/PV.228, pp, 5 et seq,). 
. - . 

It was a particularly comprehensive, thotightfu.r·and const:tuttive. ·contribution. I should 

like to thank Mr. Obi not only for the support he expressed for the United States draft 

treaty on non-dissemination (ENDC/152} but also for the detailed consideration he had 

evidently given to the text. As Mr. Foster pointed out on 17 August (ENDC/PV.224; P• 17), 

the present text is intended to be a sincere and constructive basis for negotiation, We 

welcome constructive comments even if they are critical; we are anxious to explain the 

processes of thought that have led us to the particular form which the draft now takes. 

We are ready to make changes if they are conceived in the spirit of our basic aim - to 

protect the world from the danger of nuclear anarchy. 
. . 

With that in mind, let me now turn to };lr. Tsarapkin 1 s speech of '31 August. There 

are times when I suspect that Mr. Tsarapkin, who ·i~ always eloquent and persuasive, may 
. .• 

himself be less than totally convinced by his o"im ar[i;uments, and this was one of those 

occasions, He went on at considerable length about foreign bases -- not for the first time, 

He described them, if I have his words aright, as "springboards of al;;gress{on" (ENDC/PV.228, 

p. 25), He would have us believe- and I quote his own words- that: 

"••• in the United Nations Disarmament Commission there was not a single delegation

apart of course., from the representatives of the NATO Powers - that regarded the 

existence of foreigu bases and t1~oops in other States as a blessing for the world or 

as a factor of international stability." (ibid., p. 27). 

Everyone has access to the records of the Unite.d Nations Disarmament Commission, and the 

records hardly bear tho.t out. I shall not take up time with an exhaustive list of' 
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pronouncements-made at the Disarmament Commission on the subject of bases, but to take 

one or two at random, the representative of Togo, Mr. Ajavon, pointed out that -
11 
••• the presence of foreign troops on the terri tory of other n'ations is only 

the obvious consequence of the existence of international tension and the 

e.rms race • • • The cause has ·to be tackled, and not the effects. 11 

(DC/PV.93, pp. 13-15 of the provisional text) 

The Ivialaysian representative, l'.~ro Eama.ni, also said: 

"The presence of foreign bases and troops with the concurrence and authority or 

at the reques·t of one 1 s own State, far from being a threat to freedom, may be 

its greatest safeguard." (:QC/PV.99, p.l3 of the provisional text) 

The representative of Nigeria, Chief Adebo, remarked: 

"Some foreign bases are not the cause, but the consequence, of int.ernational 

terision •. rt (DC/PV .78; p.8-10 of the provisional text} 

Other speakers on the subject, including the representatives of the Congo, the Cameroons, 

the Lebanon and Jordan, all pointed out that bases might well be necessary for self

defence, and that 'they were entirely compatible with the sovereign rights· and indeed 

the· obligations of States to provide adequately for their defence. 

I say all this not to reopen ·the substantial argument about bases, but simply to 

demonstrate that the Disarmament Commission was far from recording a general denun

ciation of all bases, whatever the Soviet reprAsentative may now imply. If it had, 

presumably the Soviet draft resolu·tion (DC/218) would now bear the imprint of the 

Disarmament Commission's approval; but it does not, and nothing will alter that fact, 

because of course, for obvious reasons, it was withdrawn at the last moment. 

When he came to talk about Western proposals, Mr. Tsarapkin again treated us to 

a remarkable display of intellectual sleight-of-hand. The Western delegations, he made 

out, had contented themselves with either perfunctory references to general and complete 

'dis:armament or with vague hints about possible changes in their positions. The Western 

delegations, he said, merely repeD.ted their old., obso1ete measures which would not· 

eliminate the threat of a nuclear rrtissile war, What does the Soviet Union propose in 

the way of disarmament? I feared some weeks ago that lv~r. Tsarapkin 1 s unusually pre

emptive phrase in his opening speE'ch of 27 July, "The Committee: has before it more than 

enough proposals on that score" '(ENDC/PV.218, p.8), might be an indirect way of saying 

that the Soviet Union had no new proposals to offer and hoped moreover that it would not 

be confronted with any. Events here in this Committee have done nothing to dispel my 

fears. 
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But that is not my :point; I a!n ready to accept that for reasons of its own the 

Soviet Union, for its part, has for the moment nothing new to offer; but what has been 

its reaction to the one new :proposal formally tabled at this session? I refer, of 

course, to the draft non-dissemination treaty (ENDC/152). The Soviet reaction seems, 

on the face of it, to have been one vf ini t'ial :tej ection', since, to quote :tllr. , Tsarapkin 

again -
11 ... the discussion ••• on the question of non-Uissemination of nuclear weapons 

shows that there is still no common basis for an agreement on this subject." 

(ENDC/PV.228, P• 35) 

I do not propose at this stage to comment in detail on his remarks on -the subject; 

I shall hope to do so at a later meeting. In any case this is not, I hope, the Soviet 

Union 1 s final word. At an earlier meeting I urged that every proposal should be 

considered on its merits. And we would, I think, all hope that the Soviet delegation 

will treat our proposal with the same seriousness th::t lies behind our action in putting 

it forward. 

I accept that the Soviet position springs not from a desire to make l)ropaganda -

although Mr. Tsarapkin has lost no OJ?J?Ortunity to make it - but from genuinely held fears 

and preoccupations. When I last spok·~, on 19 August, I asked Mr. Tsarapkin some exact 

and sincere questions ab~mt the nature of these fears (ENDC/PV.225, P• 12). So far 

we have had oo answers. Mr. Tsa;rapkin has simply repeated that non-dissemination cannot 

be reconciled with plans for nuclear sharing in the Western alliance; and the represent

ative of Poland has, with vari.ations, played a solo on the same theme. 

It is true that we in the Western Alliance are engaged in considering c_ertain 

arrangements which we hope soon to carry to a satisf_actory conclusion. Ls I have said 

before, we are determined that those nrrangements shall not be <lisseminatory, and we 

are convinced that they contain no seed of danger for the Soviet Union or the other 

Warsaw Pact countries. VTe recognize that, as on so many issues, there may be two views 

about this. I should like to think that we could discuss those views intelligently and 

have the opportunity, for our part, of demonstrating that our plans give no cause for 

fear; that they could not, in fact: be used as a stepping-stone for any country that 

might, in the :view of the Warsaw Pact Powers, have national nuclear ambitions of its own. 

Surely we are here to find some way of making .these matters clear to each other, 

Surely we cannot accept that this Conference, with its breadth of experience and its 

almost unlimited power for good, should be allowed to deteriorate into what one newspaper 
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correspondent has called a mere dialogue of the deaf. We in the West are prepared not 

only to talk but also to listen, as we have listened carefully to our Polish colleague 

this morning. There is evidence that the non-aligned countries look upon this in much 

the same way. It is for the Soviet Union and its allies to decide whether they we.nt 

to bear the heavy responsibility of dismissing the proposal of the United States without 

discussing it seriously and in depth. I cannot, especially after the remarks of our 

Polish colleague this morning, believe that they will do so. 

The remarks that we have heard from our United States colleague this morning are, 

I think, an example of how important it is that we should g'o on exchanging ide'as' and 

information. I shall, of course, want to comment later at leng~h on the implications 

of what he said. For the moment perha:;;>s I might be allowed just one more· quotation, 

by way of a textfor our further discussions and in the most friendly way, lest our 

Polish colleague might feel too triumphant after his performance this morning. It 

is also, he will be glad to hear, in Latin, and it will be familiar to any international 

lawYer in this Committee: multis melior pax una triumphis - one peace is better than 

many triumphs. 

Mrs. MYRDAL (Sweden) : The Swedish delegation today has the honour of 

tabling a short document for the information of delegations to the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee onDisarmame..nt. It is entitled "Memorandum on International Cooperation 

for the Detection of Underground Explosions" (ENDC/154). 

Our delegation has sincerely regretted that durin£ this session the test-:ban 

issue has so far not bEen given much scope, or much substantive discussion wi.th 

participation of the nuclear Powers - and, still less, any real negotiations. 

However, this paper of ours does not lay claim to form a basis for such discussion. 

The extended co-o;peration which it deals with is expected to grow or&,anically out of 

the co-operation already initiated by the experts and stations in the field of 

seismology. Consequently I do not suggest that the Eighteen-Nation Committee on 

Disarmament should take any action on this ma.tter. On the other hand,, .questions 

have so often reached us concerning the content of the paper which was .origi;nally 

presented by the scientific advisors to our delegation to the fourteep.th session of 

the Pugwash Conference (Proceedings, p. 228) that ou.r delegation wanted to provide, 

,, for information, a text containing the views of the Swedish delegation on this matter. 
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~tt. OBI (Nigeria): As one who has consistently and for a long time called 

for disclosure of the degree of detection and identification reached by the nuclear 

Powers, I should like to express my sincere thanks to the representative of the 

United States, Mr. Foster, for the most valuable statement which he made this morning. 

We shall give it very close study. 

Meanwhile, we should be grateful if }~. Foster would give us further clarification 

on one point. He said, if I heard him correctly, that about 20 per cent of events 

above a few kilotons c,ould as yet not be identified. We wonder whether Mr. Foster is 

in a position to disclose the number of kilotons referred to as "a few" -- whether it 

is about 20, 10, 5 or whatever.it is. 

May I also express satisfaction at the very useful nature of our meeting this 

morning? If I may say so, it has been perhaps the most fruitful meeting we have had 

during this session. 

I should like also to convey ~ congratulations to the representative of Ethiopia 

on his very useful statement, and to thank the Swedish delegation for at last making 

available to us the very valuable memorandum which we have heard so much about. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its 229th plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of I~. Cavalletti, representative of Italy. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of Poland, Ethiopia, 

the United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Nigeria. 

"The delegation of Sweden tabled a memorandum on international 

co-operation for the detection of underground nuclear explosions.!/ 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 

7 September 1965, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m. 

1/ Circulated as Document ENDC/154 




